
Show us the map! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show us the map is a common phrase in the CLC used by TOs and staff alike.  Very little work is done without reference to a map because our work is on country and reflects the unique association between Aboriginal people and land.The presentation is in 2 parts – I will introduce you to the CLC and talk about the development of mapping in the CLC and what we use maps for.Stephen will talk about the nuts and bolts  or the technical side of how mapping works in the CLC.



Statutory Body - Aboriginal Land Rights (NT) Act 1976 
Representative Body - Native Title Act, 1993 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CLC is a Stat body under ALRA and Rep body under NTAWorking under the ALRA for over 30 years has provided clear internal processes for the way in which we work and we have adopted those processes for our  N title work.  Informed group consent is fundamental to the process.TOs make decisions about development or activity on their country or where they have native title rights and the Council or Executive endorse those decisions ensuring that  statutory functions under both Acts are met.The photo shows the Council  - 90 delegates elected from across the CLC region.



        Role of the CLC 

  Voice for the Aboriginal people of Central Australia 
 

  Help with Native Title Claims 
 

  Consult on mining activity and other development    
     proposals 
 

  Protect Aboriginal culture and sacred sites 
 

  Assist with economic projects on Aboriginal land 
 

  Promote community development  
 

  Help resolve land disputes   
 

 Viewed by constituents as a shield 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The role of the CLC is many and varied but its role as a voice for Aboriginal people in central Australia is crucial.  The CLC is also viewed as a protective shield by many of its constituents.Each of the CLC administrative  regions  provided a shield to be displayed at the main office on the opening of the new building in Alice  Springs as a reminder of that role.



Central Australia 
(within the Northern 
Territory) 
 

Area = 780 000 
km2 
 
 
CLC staff travel more than 
a million kilometres in their 
work every year. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where are we? – CLC region covers the lower half of the NT and covers some 780,000 sq km.  The map shows the main land tenure - yellow for AL and brown for pastoral land where the NTA applies.  The region is remote with limited infrastructure - ribbon of bitumen running NS and EW – a NS railway and gas pipeline. Major communities are shown  in red but there are many other smaller communities across the region.  CLC staff travel more than a million kilometres in their work every year.



Drawing in sand 

Ground mapping using flour 

A quiet moment with the map 

Men 

Women 

Kids 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TOs understand maps – mental maps of country following Dreaming tracks and sacred sites. Staff always carry maps for consultations but there is a long history of drawing maps in sand, in notebooks, adding detail to maps carried by staff, even using household items like flour for ground mapping representation. Use of maps is highly interactive.Maps are about country so everyone shows an interest in maps.



1992 

2007 

http://www.ussartf.org/compass_basics.htm 
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Presentation Notes
Historically there was a reliance on other parties to provide maps as the CLC did not have the skills or equipment. In the 1980s and early 90s, CLC staff would make hand draw maps or use photocopied 1:250, 000 topographic maps stuck together.  Communities, tracks,  exploration titles, sacred sites and exclusion zones would be drawn on.   There are records showing anthropologists using triangulation methods to ID sites, stepping out from known markers, and ex zones  marked using a compass drawn circle.With increasing interest in Aboriginal land, the CLC needed to develop the capacity to make better maps. In the early 1990s, the Director at the time had just completed his resource management degree and strongly promoted the use of ESRI mapping software.  He arranged the purchase of a couple of licences and found capable staff within the CLCs Computer section.  A Mapping section was then created and now mapping skills are quite common place amongst technical staff.The slide compares 2 maps of the same area – one hand drawn from 1992, the other made using Arcmap in 2007.  The latter is easier to read, accurate, enables multiple layers of information to be displayed and the map is easily duplicated.



• Planning & 
Administration 

• Consultation 
• Native title 

claims/research 
• Anthropology 

Sacred site protection 

Neutral Junction native title determination  
Work program consultation 
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Presentation Notes
CLC uses maps for nearly all of it work includingPlanning and administration Consultation including meetings for future actsNative title research and claimsAnthropology  work – TOID and research, mapping dreamings, sacred site protection and making SSCC



• Land Use agreements  
• Exploration &mining  
• pastoral, horticulture, tourism 

• Land management – land mapping, ferals, fires, 
weeds, biodiversity and threatened species 

• Community Development - projects 

Mining 

Cattle Business 

Fire control 
Ablution block 

Biodiversity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CLC Also uses maps to define land the subject of Contracts or Land use agreements.  With respect to Native title, the CLC has  45 exploration agreements, 5 mining agreements, 13 mining related ILUAs and 24 non-mining ILUAsThere are many more agreements for AL.We also use maps for agreements in relation to cattle business and enterprise, tourism, LM activities and CD projects.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maps are essential to convey complex information  to traditional owners, and third parties such as mining companies, governments and other agencies.The map in the slide shows an area of land around Willowra about 250 km NW of ASP covering Wirlijarrayi and Central desert Land Trusts which have multiple land uses.  We take a holistic approach when consulting TOs and use maps that tell the whole story and build up a picture of land use and issues in relation to a portion of land.  For example – here we have the Lander River  and floodout shown as land units on the map.   These units are important areas of biodiversity conservation.  Within this area we can identify the locations of threatened species identified from cybertracking work.  The area is also of cultural significance and used for school trips to teach kids about country as well as for hunting and gathering food and medicine.Wirrlijarray ALT is also a cattle property and there are exploration licence applications in the vicinity. Being an area of high cultural value and biodiversity value, assessing and monitoring competing land uses including fire and weed management is essential.  Our mapping system allows us to provide maps showing the complete story which is important for TO consultation,  and informed decision making.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much of the work of the CLC is in remote locations – either communities or in the field – you can see in the photos, maps are centre stage – on SS clearances to orientate the clearance team  to meetings in communities.  Maps are interactive – we often add more information during consultations.  Maps are important for planning work as well.As you can see troopies are an important prop for using maps



Planning before helicopter work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TOs are comfortable using the maps we make.  This photo shows senior men planning a trip before jumping in a helicopter for fire management.  The only down side is they had to leave their hats behind.I will now pass over to Stephen who will  present the technical side of the story.



• Staff –  
– 2 full time mapping staff 
– 1 casual 

 
• Esri software - ArcMap 

– Approx 15 licenses – Basic to Advanced, land information, mining officers, land management 
– Equipment – high spec computers, double screens, other mapping software, GPS units, large 

format plotters 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks Julie-Ann.So what do we need to make all this work?We now have a dedicated mapping section which includes 2 full time staff, and we also currently have 1 casual.Over time we realised that we needed multiple licenses for all the users throughout the organisation. And we currently have users from our Land information, mining and land management sections which have access to the mapping software. We’ve got about 15 licenses ranging from the basic to the advanced levels.We use Esri software and high specification computers which have double screens. We also use other mapping software, GPS units, and 2 large format plotters or printers as you can see in the pictures.



Data 
External 

• Geoscience Australia - Topographic data – roads, 
watercourses, communities, contours, water points etc 
 

• NTG (Northern Territory Government) – Tenure, mining 
leases, some roads 
 

• Federal Department of Environment – National vegetation 
(NVIS) 
 

• Imagery - NaturalVue (Landsat 15m pixel resolution), Esri, 
Google Earth 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need both external and internal data to put in to the software to create the maps.Most of our BASE EXTERNAL data comes from Geoscience Australia, the Northern Territory and Federal governments. We purchased some Landsat satellite imagery quite a few years ago now, and also have access to Esri and Google Earth imagery.



Topo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of topographic data from Geoscience Australia viewed from within the Esri mapping program.You can see roads and tracks are red lines, watercourses are the dashed blue lines, water bodies in this buff kind of colour, there’s a reserve in green outline, and there’s also some mining symbols (wells), and a few communities about the place.If you look down the left hand side you’ll see all the layers that are available that we’ve obtained from Geoscience Australia.



Topo with imagery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the same area with our 15m Landsat satellite imagery. It also has a bit of transparency on the imagery and some hillshading underneath to give it a 3D kind of look.



Mining Tenements (NTG) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We download various mining tenement data from the Northern Territory Government Dept of Mines and Energy 2 times per week.We’ve built a custom automated program to help us do this. In the background here is the Department of Mines and Energy website showing all the mining tenements. In the foreground is our custom program.Once you hit this run button down the bottom, the program goes to the mining websiteDownloads zipped mining data in to some folders on our computers.Unzips them and does some processing such as adding holder or mining company information to the spatial files.It then converts them to Esri shapefiles, and then we manually overwrite the existing copies of these files, and they’re then ready for our use.



Data 
 

Internal (CLC) 
• Administrative boundaries  

– CLC regions  
– Lawyer 
– Anthropology 
– Mining 
– Community Development 

 
• Sacred sites (anthropologists) 

 
• Edit or create new topographical  
   data ie roads, watercourses etc  
   as necessary using GPS tracks, Esri  
   or Google Earth imagery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also create and use internal data.In general the different sections within the Council have their own region that they work in. So we have created CLC region boundaries, lawyer boundaries, anthropology, mining and also community development section boundaries.Anthropologists also create sacred site data.And we also edit or create new roads and watercourses, and other information as necessary when it comes to hand. For example when a staff member goes out bush, they usually take a GPS. We can use the information that the GPS records to add new tracks to our roads network if they didn’t already exist. And this information can be verified in most cases with either Google Earth or Esri imagery.The map that is displayed here shows Lawyer region boundaries in the darker filled-in areas, and the yellow lines overlayed over the top are the anthropologist regions. So you can see that the regions often overlap each other.



Databases 
 

 
– Microsoft SQL database  

• Sites database connected to Sites Spatial Browser 
• Mining database EMPAA 

 
– CyberTracker database (land management) 

 
– Microsoft Access  

• database to record all mapping projects 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have several customised Microsoft databases.The sites database stores information such as sacred site locations and other relevant cultural information.The mining database called EMPAA for short which stands for Exploration and Mining Title Program and Agreement Administration, administers exploration and mining titles and agreements.Our Land Management section uses a CyberTracker database to store various land management related information which I’ll show in a few more slides.And we also record all our mapping projects in an Access database.



Sites DB - Architecture 

Database 

Web Forms 

Sites Spatial 
Browser 
(intranet) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram shows the basic structure of the sites database.At the top here Web forms are used by anthropologists to input sacred site location, dreaming tracks, skin names and groups which is then stored in the database.The sacred site location information is converted to a spatial file.This in turn is uploaded or ‘served’ to the Sites Spatial Browser, or intranet web mapping application and I’ll talk more about the interface shortly. We also use that spatial information to show sacred site locations on maps.A user can then perform various queries on the data in the database, or the web mapping application. Users are also able to export this information and create their own basic maps, and then print them from the mapping interface.



Mining Database (EMPAA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, the custom built EMPAA mining  program and database is used for administration of mining titles and to monitor exploration agreements.  This program interfaces with Arcmap and we can query data and produce maps based on any specific query. For example we can produce a map of mining titles showing the status of each title which can then be colour-coded. For example, the map to the right shows Granted Exploration licenses in yellow and applications in pink. This view of the database in blue shows one title EL10284, what type of title it is (Exploration Licence), which legislation it falls under (Aboriginal Land Rights Act), the staff member dealing with the license, it’s current status, and various other pieces of information.  



CyberTracker 
Data Collection 

• Animal tracking 

• Weeds 

• Pastoral monitoring 

• Bush food 

• Rock Wallaby survey 

• Slater’s Skink survey 

• Feral animal control 

• Quandong mapping 

• Fire management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CyberTracker is an application that the CLC uses in conjunction with a computer, and a GPS unit. You can see here, it’s been used for animal tracking, and fire and weed management amongst other things.You can make custom data entry forms to record different types of information for the different types of activities listed.  It has had good feedback particularly regarding the data entry forms for ‘low literacy level users’.The collected data can then be downloaded in to a database, and maps can be made using the CyberTracker software or in our Esri software.The mobile version of this program has also been trialled on Android tablets in the field.



Map Tracking Database 

Approximately 600 maps per year for the last 4 years 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We make so many maps at the CLC that we need to have a database to record all the map requests, and as importantly it allow us to quickly and easily find information and the storage location of previously created map.This is what our microsoft Access Map Tracking database looks like. We’ve made approximately 600 maps per year for the last 4 years, so it gets a lot of use.And all maps are requested via an internal Web page.



Land Info Online 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all this data we don’t want to just hide it all away in the mapping section. We have two intranet web mapping applications, that can display all this information. One of those you can see here is our Land Info Online web mapping application.  It can be viewed and used by ALL STAFF, and they can use it for example to find and view a property, or community locations and the details attached to that feature, or they can see where an access road is, and the location of native title applications amongst many other things.You can see the tools down left side, and layers on the right side which you check on and off as you require.This image shows some Tenure symbology  –  the yellow areas are Aboriginal Land Trust land under the Land Rights Act. the brown areas are Pastoral Leases where native title applies, To be consistent, all our maps show the same colours for each type of feature, so that they are easily recognisable by everyone.



Sites Spatial Browser 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is showing the user interface for our other web mapping application - the Sites Spatial Browser which I showed you the background database architecture of previously.This application shows all the same information as Land Info Online in the previous slide, but also has the sacred sites locations, not currently shown on here. This browser is RESTRICTED TO ANTHROPOLOGISTS only so not all staff have access.As you can see it also has the tools down left side, and layers on the right side.
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Presentation Notes
We also have Google Earth. Google Earth can be used to check existing spatial data. And also create new spatial data in it. Some of our Anthropologists, for example, use it to check sacred site locations and to check traditional owners instructions for protection of those sites.The mapping section has Google Earth Pro which has a bit more functionality than the free version. For example it allows us to download higher resolution imagery and we can import different spatial file formats such as the Esri shapefiles.This image shows a GPS track around Uluru and the nearby community of Mutitjulu, and it has some GPS waypoints with some Google Earth symbology applied.



DNRGPS 

OziExplorer 
with HEMA 
maps 

MapSource 

Presenter
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We use the 2 programs at the top, DNRGPS and MapSource, to both download and on occasion upload tracks, waypoints and background maps to GPS units for staff before they go in to the field, and also when they return. Newly collected data is often then used when creating a new map.At the bottom of the slide is an 8 inch tablet, and to the right is OziExplorer software, which we’ve recently tested and used in the field. The tablets have the benefits of a larger screen, and we can add our own custom maps via OziExplorer, and we can also load navigation maps like HEMA maps shown in this picture.



Future Directions 
• Update existing web mapping applications  

• Add more functionality 
• Upload own data (GPS tracks and waypoints) 
• Create own data (exclusion zones) 
• Create/print own improved maps 
• Improve mapping interface 

 

• Standardise GPS and Tablet models 
 

• Implement recommendations from recent 
internal GIS review 
 
 

Presenter
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So where would we like to go in the future?Whilst our 2 web mapping applications are functional, they are several years old now and technology has changed fairly substantially, and so we think it is time to update.We’d like to add some more functionality to the applications – particularly to be able to allow users to upload spatial data, allow users to create their own new spatial data, which they can then pass on to the mapping team. And we’d also like to users to be able to create and print their own improved quick maps.We’d like to standardise our GPS and tablet units so that everyone just has to know how to use one or two models rather than a handful of different types.And  we’d like to implement some of the suggestions from a recent internal GIS review.I hope this presentation reflects the importance of a dedicated in-house mapping team.The benefits for the CLC are that it allows us to meet our statutory functions and any obligations arising from those functions, and to do this in an efficient and timely manner. And for Traditional Owners, it allows them to have a good understanding of country being discussed, and the issues on the ground.Thank youAny questions?
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